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ABSTRACT
Significantly reducing weather and climate prediction uncertainty requires global observations with substantially higher
information content than present observations provide. While GPS occultations have provided a major advance, GPS
observations of the atmosphere are limited by wavelengths chosen specifically to minimize interaction with the
atmosphere. Significantly more information can be obtained via satellite to satellite occultations made at wavelengths
chosen specifically to characterize the atmosphere. Here we describe such a system that will probe cm- and mmwavelength water vapor absorption lines called the Active Temperature, Ozone and Moisture Microwave Spectrometer
(ATOMMS). Profiling both the speed and absorption of light enables ATOMMS to profile temperature, pressure and
humidity simultaneously, which GPS occultations cannot do, as well as profile clouds and turbulence. We summarize
the ATOMMS concept and its theoretical performance. We describe field measurements made with a prototype
ATOMMS instrument and several important capabilities demonstrated with those ground based measurements including
retrieving temporal variations in path-averaged water vapor to 1%, in clear, cloudy and rainy conditions, up to optical
depths of 17, remotely sensing turbulence and determining rain rates. We conclude with a vision of a future ATOMMS
low Earth orbiting satellite constellation designed to take advantage of synergies between observational needs for
weather and climate, ATOMMS unprecedented orbital remote sensing capabilities and recent cubesat technological
innovations that enable a constellation of dozens of very small spacecraft to achieve many critical, but as yet unfulfilled,
monitoring and forecasting needs.

1. MOTIVATION
Significantly better understanding of the hydrological and energy cycles and associated feedbacks is required to improve
weather forecasts and reduce uncertainty about future climate, globally and regionally. Earth’s atmosphere is a radiative
convective heat engine continually working to balance absorbed solar radiation by transporting near-surface latent heat
upward and poleward to regions of lower opacity that radiate the energy to space via IR. The complexity of our weather
and climate system lies in the intimate coupling and interplay between water vapor, temperature, stability, wind,
turbulence, clouds, aerosols, evaporation, precipitation, albedo, opacity, OLR and convective and advective fluxes.
Accurate prediction from weather to climate time scales and local to global spatial scales therefore requires an
understanding of this coupled behavior and its proper representation in models. Our understanding continues to grow
both in terms of what we know and what we don’t. Most climate feedbacks are tied to water such that an accurate water
cycle is required to get the feedbacks correct. The biggest spread in model climate sensitivity is associated with the cloud
feedback and researchers have noted the importance of understanding the coupling between clouds and the large scale
circulation 1 2.
Recent results suggest that models with higher climate sensitivity are more realistic2 3 4. Sherwood et al3 found that
tropical boundary layer (BL) cloudiness in climate models decreases as climate warms, apparently due to enhanced
mixing between the BL and free troposphere that dries out the BL and increases SW absorption. The more “realistic”
models (defined as those more similar to re-analyses) predict larger reductions in cloudiness, implying warming will be
relatively severe. However, re-analyses are suspect because of the lack of dense, vertically resolved observations near
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the Tropical BL top to constrain them. In fact, comparison with GPS derived moisture results indicates all models and
analyses have signatures of too much mixing just above the tropical BL top5. This underscores the fundamental need for
significantly better analyses.
Upper troposphere (UT) humidity is critical as well, as it directly affects water vapor and UT cloud feedbacks.
Descending low mixing ratio air from the UT is key to the subtropical “radiator fins” of the climate system6. This dry
descending air also dries the BL as it is entrained there. Climate models tend to underestimate the zonal mean dryness4,
due perhaps to too much mixing in the models5. There is also a significant spread in Hadley cell representation in models
which is correlated with cloud variations4. This underscores the point that understanding the moisture distribution and
clouds requires understanding the circulation, vertical velocity and divergence profile which is tied to the radiative
cooling profile and the vertical stability of the atmosphere. Overall the overturning circulation should slow down
globally7 but there will be regional variations2 that will also likely change the stability as well.
From the perspective of weather, the ability to measure atmospheric stability, potential energy and moisture fluxes and
convergence is critical to predicting severe weather across the globe. Furthermore models predict increasingly extreme
weather resulting in floods and droughts8 that must be predicted on weather to climatic time scales. These aspects are of
particular importance in areas where society is more vulnerable to variability and change.
Reducing uncertainty requires better understanding of the global water and energy cycles. Process-based constraints on
feedbacks are likely to be key to reducing the uncertainty in future projections4. Observations must provide information
with sufficient process-constraining detail (resolution and precision) throughout the troposphere to isolate and
characterize the key coupled processes and tie them to the energy budget. The key variables are relative and specific
humidity, temperature, clouds, precipitation, horizontal and vertical winds and their divergence, turbulent mixing and
fluxes, atmospheric stability, and radiation.
At present, CERES measures short and long wave TOA fluxes and Cloudsat and Calipso profile clouds and aerosols
which need to continue. Soon Aeolus will measure winds. A key missing global observational element is comparable
very high vertical resolution water vapor and temperature profiling. Satellite radiances are too blunt vertically to
characterize the scales at which water vapor and temperature vary, just as they are for clouds (which necessitated the
Cloudsat and Calipso missions). To further reinforce this point, radiosondes continue to be critical to field campaigns
and have very large impact on weather forecasts, despite their sparse sampling and the enormous volume of global
radiance data.

2. ATOMMS CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW
To meet these various observational needs, we have been developing a new radio occultation (RO) system called the
Active Temperature, Ozone and Moisture Microwave Spectrometer (ATOMMS) that will probe the atmosphere near the
22 and 183 GHz water absorption lines. ATOMMS will profile the atmosphere with approximately 100 m vertical
resolution and corresponding ~70 km horizontal resolution (eqn 13 of 9) with small random and absolute uncertainties
(via inherent self-calibration) and all-weather global coverage. ATOMMS was conceived because GNSS RO cannot
simultaneously profile temperature and water vapor and has little sensitivity to water vapor in the UT, the winter
hemisphere and stratosphere. ATOMMS RO is designed to address the climate and weather forecasting needs described
above.
ATOMMS will simultaneously profile water vapor and temperature with 1-3% and 0.4K random uncertainties
respectively and still smaller absolute uncertainties, from near the surface to the mesopause10, enabling radiosonde-like
profiling, including atmospheric stability, from orbit but with much smaller absolute uncertainty. ATOMMS both sees
clouds and sees through them via a double differential absorption approach10. As discussed below, the National Science
Foundation (NSF) funded development of a prototype ATOMMS instrument and surface experiments that demonstrated
unambiguous 1% water vapor retrievals in clear, clouds and rainy conditions up to an optical depth of 17 11 12.
Our plan is to provide dense, active, very high vertical resolution water and temperature profiling via radio occultation
with very small random and absolute uncertainties to complement existing observations of clouds, precipitation and
energy fluxes in order to tie the entire weather and climate system together. This will also dramatically improve the
realism and utility of global analyses for climate as well as forecasting (increasingly extreme) weather.
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GNSS RO uses transmitters already in orbit such that only the receivers need to be flown. ATOMMS requires its own
orbiting transmitters and receivers. Cubesat technology now enables a cost effective solution as discussed below.
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Figure 1. a. Atmospheric absorption spectrum from 0 to 200 GHz. ATOMMS probes near the 22 and 183 GHz water vapor
absorption line indicated by the arrows. b. Comparison of ATOMMS and GPS RO altitude range and retrieved quantities.

2.1 ATOMMS vs. GPS RO features & limitations
GPS radio occultation (RO) has become an important data source for numerical weather prediction [e.g., 14], despite its
relatively sparse coverage to date. Its high impact comes from its unique combination of 100 m vertical resolution, all
weather sampling, very small random and absolute uncertainties via direct connection to atomic frequency standards and
an unambiguous mapping from the observations to atmospheric refractivity.
While GPS RO profiles atmospheric refractivity at microwave wavelengths, it has two important limitations which are
(1) its inability to separate the dry air and water vapor contributions to refractivity and (2) its insensitivity to water vapor
in the upper troposphere and above.
2.2 ATOMMS Concept Summary
ATOMMS is a RO system designed to overcome the GPS RO limitations by transmitting and receiving signals between
satellites in low Earth orbit (LEO) near the 22 and 183 GHz water vapor absorption lines as well as the 184 and 195 GHz
ozone absorption lines. Profiling the speed of light like GPS RO as well as the absorption of light, which GPS RO does
not measure, enables ATOMMS to precisely profile temperature, pressure and water vapor simultaneously from near the
surface to the mesopause10. It will also profile ozone from the upper troposphere into the mesosphere, scintillations
caused by turbulence and slant path cloud liquid water and larger cloud ice particles, with 100 m vertical resolution and
corresponding 70 km horizontal resolution (eqn 13 of 9).
ATOMMS functions as a precise spectrometer over the propagation path between the transmitter and receiver. In
comparison to passive retrievals of water vapor where the unknown signal source emission is distributed along the path,
ATOMMS retrievals are unambiguous because the transmitted signal strength is known and the observed quantity is
simply the attenuation along the path. The active approach also enables retrievals with small uncertainty under
conditions of large path optical depths, which is not possible for passive retrievals.
As discussed in 10, signal intensity, I, is reduced by absorption along the signal path as dI = -I k dl, where k is the
extinction coefficient and l is distance along the signal path. For each wavelength, the observed intensity, I, is related to
the vacuum intensity, I0 (the signal intensity with no atmosphere), as I = I0 e-τ, where τ is the optical depth at that
wavelength integrated along the signal path through the atmosphere. Because ATOMMS uses coherent signals to
measure Doppler shift and bending angle like GPS RO, we write the signal attenuation in terms of amplitude rather than
intensity:
A(f) = A0(f) e-τ/2
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(1)

where A is the measured signal amplitude after the absorption, A0 is the amplitude of the signal in the absence of
atmospheric attenuation, and τ is the optical depth at the signal frequency, f. Therefore, τ is determined from the
amplitude according to (2)

τ = 2 ln(A0 / A)

(2)

The measured optical depth is integrated along the occultation signal path. However, the desired quantity is the radial
profile of the extinction coefficient k. The optical depth and extinction coefficient are related by an Abel integral
transform pair, (3) and (4), derived in 10, analogous to the standard bending angle and index of refraction transform
relation derived by 15,
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where (3) represents the forward integral of the extinction coefficient along the occultation path and (4) is the inverse
relation that enables the extinction coefficient profile to be derived from the profile of measured, path-integrated optical
depths. Note that the independent variable in (4) is a, the asymptotic miss distance defined as a = n r sin θ where n is the
index of refraction, and θ is the angle between the ray path and radial direction. a is a constant for each ray path under
the assumption of local spherical symmetry and is derived from the atmospheric Doppler profile as described in 9. k is
then derived as a function of r in (4) using the fact that a0 = r0 n(r0) where r0 is the tangent radius of the ray path such
that θ is π/2 and n(r0) is derived from the bending angle profile via the standard Abel equation 15. Given k and N (the
refractivity) as functions of r, the distance from the center of curvature (approximately the center of the Earth), we can
derive radial profiles of atmospheric water and density from which we can derive temperature and pressure.
2.3 Double differential absorption
A key to ATOMMS performance is its double differential absorption approach10. First, the amplitude observable is the
change in signal amplitude over an occultation relative to the amplitude measured at time, t0, when the signal path
between the two spacecraft is entirely above the atmosphere. Second, the amplitudes of two (or more) signals are
measured simultaneously during each occultation. The frequency, f, of one signal is placed on the absorption line of
interest while the frequency of the second signal, fCAL, is farther from line center to function as a calibration signal. This
ratio of ratios approach enables precise measurement of water vapor in the presence of clouds and rain as we
demonstrate below. Because of this self-calibrating approach, it is only the change in amplitude that is used. Thus,
climate quality observations are achieved by maintaining stability simply over the approximately 100 second duration of
the individual ATOMMS occultations.

3. ATOMMS THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE
3.1 Vertical and horizontal resolution
Figure 2 shows the diffraction limited vertical resolution of the ATOMMS bands. The 22 GHz occultation
measurements will be used to profile from the surface to the mid- to upper troposphere and the 183 GHz measurements
will profile from the mid- to upper troposphere approximately to the mesopause. Therefore, based on the figure,
ATOMMS will profile the atmosphere with approximately 100 m vertical resolution. The corresponding horizontal
resolution is approximately 70 km (eqn 13 of 9).
While some have questioned the utility of RO because of its horizontal resolution, 5 showed that in the low latitude free
troposphere, GNSS RO observes higher percentages of both extremely high and extremely low humidity than climate
models, AIRS and all but one of the global analyses. Thus the GPS RO better captures the extremes of atmospheric
humidity better than other satellite remote sensing methods indicating the importance of very high vertical resolution,
precision and all-weather sampling for observing water vapor. Furthermore, 13 noted that the most important horizontal
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scales of initialization for forecasting thunderstorms appear to be near 100 km, a scale resolved by both GNSS and
ATOMMS RO.
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Figure 2. Diffraction limited occultation vertical resolution at 1.6, 22 and 183 GHz. (from 10).

3.2 Water vapor and temperature profiling performance summary
The theoretical uncertainty of the ATOMMS profiles of temperature, pressure and water vapor was first summarized in
10
. The temperature and water vapor uncertainties are 0.4K and <3% respectively up to approximately 70 km altitude,
limited by decreasing magnitudes of bending angles and absorption at higher altitudes. Near the surface, the temperature
and water vapor uncertainties depend on the amount of water vapor present. Under high latitude winter conditions in the
lowermost troposphere, the temperature uncertainty at the surface is approximately 0.8K while the water vapor
uncertainty remains under 3%. Under warm and wet conditions in the Tropics in the lowermost troposphere, the
ATOMMS Doppler and amplitude profiles both primarily constrain water vapor rather than temperature. As such, while
the measurements will be quite precise, the uncertainty in converting those measurements to temperature and water
vapor increases under these warm and humid near-surface conditions as shown in 10, 16. To reduce the near surface
temperature uncertainty in the Tropics, 10 included an 8 GHz channel which reduced the uncertainty in the retrieved
water vapor at 500 m altitude from about 7.5% to 5% and in temperature from 6 K to 3.5 K.
Our more recent examination of possible near-surface temperature constraints suggests that one or more signal
frequencies between 2 and 5 GHz might be a better choice than 8 GHz because this frequency range sees more
molecular oxygen absorption and less water vapor absorption and the scintillations due to turbulence will be smaller at
longer wavelengths. Having one or more signals in this frequency range simultaneously with the other much higher
ATOMMS frequencies would also enable characterization of errors in the GNSS occultation profiles such as systematic
residuals that remain after the dual frequency calibration that removes the effects of the ionosphere. A key uncertainty
here is the magnitude of turbulent scintillations (discussed later) and the extent to which they can be reduced without
ratioing with a calibration tone which can’t be used in this case because the dry continuum is almost flat spectrally at
these relatively low frequencies. The impact and mitigation of turbulent scintillations is discussed in 16 and below.
Another approach to reducing uncertainty in the near-surface, tropical ATOMMS water vapor profiles is to combine the
ATOMMS observations with temperature re-analyses. To the extent that the analysis temperature profiles are accurate
and unbiased, this approach would yield accurate water vapor profiles from the ATOMMS observations. This approach
has the advantage of utilizing all other temperature constraints that have been assimilated into the analyses. However,
high vertical resolution temperature observations are limited, with radiosonde coverage being limited primarily to
Northern Hemisphere continents and the vertical resolution of satellite radiances being no better than 1 km. Furthermore,
radiances are sensitive to surface emissivity and clouds. Interestingly, the presence of low clouds actually helps the
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ATOMMS retrievals because saturation provides a coupled constraint on water vapor and temperature via the Clausius
Clapeyron equation. The use of NWP temperature analyses does introduce atmospheric model behavior into the
temperature behavior which is undesirable from a climate standpoint. For these reasons, we continue to examine the 2
to 5 GHz possibility as well as other ideas to constrain the near-surface temperatures in the Tropics.
3.5 Polar performance
The need for and utility of ATOMMS profiles are demonstrated with a polar example. Reducing the wide scatter of
model-predicted rates of shrinking sea and land ice requires reducing the presently large uncertainties in the surface
energy budget. However, capable in-situ observations are extremely sparse in this remote region. What we know comes
largely from limited profiling by sondes and from the SHEBA field campaign17. These have revealed a complex nearsurface polar environment with frequent low clouds just a few hundred meters above the surface, often containing super
cooled liquid water, and large variations in atmospheric stability and turbulent mixing and interaction with overlying
warmer, moister air that maintains the clouds. While an enormous amount of satellite radiance observations already
exists across the polar regions, that data provides limited constraints because of ambiguities associated with poor vertical
resolution, sensitivity to highly variable surface conditions, low clouds and thermal inversions. Improving upon this
knowledge-poor situation requires sufficiently dense, precise, high vertical resolution all-weather measurements
distributed across the region that constrain short wave and long wave radiation and turbulent fluxes in the lowermost
troposphere. ATOMMS’ 100m vertical resolution, high precision profiles of temperature and stability, water vapor,
cloud liquid water, ice and opacity and turbulence (via scintillations = “twinkling of a star”), through both clear and
cloudy air in the lowermost troposphere, throughout the remote polar regions would open a new window into the
coupled atmosphere-land-ocean behavior in the region and provide constraints urgently needed to understand and better
model the surface energy budget, clouds and surface ice to reduce uncertainty in our increasingly warmer climate. For
these reasons, development of an ATOMMS capability was recommended in the ECMWF-THORPEX Polar Prediction
Workshop report18.
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Figure 3. Examples of Arctic profiles of IR and ATOMMS temperature and dew point derived from a balloon profile from
Barrow, Alaska. a. IR profile with uncertainty bars. The IR profile is the original balloon profile vertically smoothed to 1
km for the temperature profile and 2 km for the dew point profile. It does not include the effects of any biases in the IR
measurements or ambiguities associated with surface emissivity. b. ATOMMS profiles of dew point and temperature.
Uncertainty bars are not shown because the uncertainty of the ATOMMS profiles is approximately equal to the line widths.

To provide some sense of the dramatic increase in information that ATOMMS profiles will provide, Figure 3 compares
temperature and dew point profiles expected from ATOMMS with those from a hyperspectral IR sounder based upon a
balloon profile from Barrow, Alaska in the fall season. The IR profiles were created by vertically smoothing the balloon
profiles to 1 km and 2 km for the temperature and dew point profiles respectively to match their stated vertical
resolutions. The ATOMMS profile was generated by smoothing the balloon profile to 100 m.
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The comparison of the ATOMMS and IR temperature and dew point profiles reveals the inability of IR to capture the
fine scale vertical structure which is critical to understanding, modeling and predicting the layering, overturning and
transport of energy and constituents within the atmosphere. Without this information, modelers and their models are left
largely to their own educated guesses as to what the lowermost atmosphere is actually doing. ATOMMS has the
combined vertical resolution, precision and all-weather sampling to observe the two vertical intervals (surface to 300 m
and 1 km to 1.5 km) where the temperature lapse rate is approximately a dry adiabat. In these intervals, the atmosphere
may be overturning, a possibility that ATOMMS’ turbulence profiling abilities would help constrain and understand. In
contrast, the limited vertical resolution of the IR makes the lowermost troposphere appear smooth and apparently
vertically stable, features that are quite misrepresentative of reality.
The dashed lines in the IR profile below 1.5 km altitude where a cloud is present indicates where the IR may not be able
to profile the atmosphere, depending on how thick and horizontally continuous the upper cloud near 1.5 km altitude is.
Even if the IR instrument can measure radiances emerging from below the upper cloud, the IR retrieval cannot vertically
resolve the lowermost cloud because it sits only 300 m above the surface. ATOMMS is the first system capable of
providing such detailed, unambiguous information on the lower troposphere across the remote polar regions.
While GNSS RO occultation profiles will capture the kinks in the vertical structure, it can’t determine how much of that
structure is due to variations in water vapor versus variations in temperature. Resolving the sharp vertical structure in
both water vapor and temperature as well as clouds is critical to understanding the past, present and future behavior of
the lower troposphere including the exchange between the surface and atmosphere, radiative transfer through the lower
atmosphere, intervals of vertical overturning, as well as the implications for the layered wind structure and the dynamical
implications of horizontal pressure gradients that would be inferred from multiple ATOMMS pressure profiles in the
area. The smooth IR profile captures little of this information.
3.3 Ozone
Ozone is fundamentally important through its absorption of harmful UV that enables life to exist on Earth’s surface, its
role as one of the principal greenhouse gases, its roles in atmospheric chemistry tying it to many other important
chemical species, the harmful impact of tropospheric ozone on health and its role as a key tracer used in understanding
exchange between the troposphere and stratosphere. Furthermore, continuing the long term ozone data record of the
NASA MLS instruments is in jeopardy as the AURA spacecraft and its payloads are well past their design lifetime.
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ATOMMS will profile ozone concentrations with very high vertical resolution by probing the 184 and 195 GHz ozone
absorption lines. Figure 4 below shows the theoretical uncertainty in ATOMMS profiles of ozone and water vapor
versus height for LEO to LEO occultations and aircraft to aircraft occultations. ATOMMS will profile stratospheric
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ozone to approximately 1% uncertainty. While the very small ozone concentrations in the troposphere cause the large
uncertainties in the ATOMMS profiles there, it appears that ATOMMS can accurately measure the total column of
tropospheric ozone19. The larger uncertainties in the LEO-LEO profiles versus aircraft-aircraft profiles in Figure 4 are
due to the amplification of noise when the contributions of the overlying stratospheric measurements are estimated and
removed when the profiles are inverted to profile the tropospheric ozone via the Abel integral (eq. 4).
3.6 Utility of polarization
Measurements made to date with the ATOMMS prototype instrument have been entirely right hand circular polarized
(RCP). It is clear that separating the received RCP signals in their two linear vertical and horizontal polarizations would
provide additional information and that would, in particular, be useful for constraining the facets and orientation of
larger ice crystals and flattening of raindrops to better determine rain rates. Measurements of polarization could be
accomplished by adding one or more linear polarization channels to the ATOMMS receiver.
3.7 Estimating the impact of ATOMMS on NWP
Based on assimilating approximately 2,000 GPS occultations per day primarily from COSMIC, global Numerical
Weather Prediction (NWP) centers around the globe have demonstrated that GPS RO is now one of the most important
satellite data types for reducing uncertainty in NWP analyses and forecasts (e.g., 14). This raises an important question
about what impact ATOMMS can have on NWP. Quantitatively estimating the NWP impact of ATOMMS will require
an Ensemble Data Assimilation (EDA) simulation study like that of 20 or an Observing System Simulation Experiment
(OSSE), which is now mandated by the US Congress for evaluating observing systems costing over $0.5B.
We can make some statements about the ATOMMS NWP impact based simply on the increased information content of
ATOMMS profiles relative to that of GPS RO profiles plus sampling densities that are achievable with ATOMMS as
discussed in the Mission Design section below. A conservative estimate is that each ATOMMS profile will contain at
least three times the information content of a GPS RO profile because ATOMMS profiles water vapor, temperature and
pressure simultaneously (which GPS RO cannot do), as well as ozone, cloud liquid water and turbulence, and indirectly
constrains winds via pressure gradients and moisture advection over a wider range of altitudes and with better precision
than GNSS RO can deliver.
The total impact that ATOMMS will have on NWP analyses and forecasts will depend on the number of daily
ATOMMS occultation profiles. IROWG 2015 recommended at least 20,000 GNSS occultations per day for both NWP
and climate monitoring. 20 estimated the analysis error reduction as the number of GPS occultations was increased by
factors of 2 from 2000 to 128,000 per day and found increasingly large impacts and no saturation even at these large
numbers of occultations.
It therefore seems our goal for ATOMMS should be to achieve similar or higher occultation sampling densities. Mission
designs to achieve to achieve thousands of daily ATOMMS occultations are discussed below. As a point of reference
for estimating ATOMMS impact, in the simulation study of 20, they found that assimilating 32,000 daily GNSS RO
profiles produced large reductions in the uncertainty temperature, pressure heights, water vapor and winds. A 64
satellite ATOMMS constellation that would produce approximately 30,000 globally distributed daily ATOMMS profiles
(see below) would reduce the analysis uncertainty of the 32,000 GNSS RO profiles by at least another 40% (a square
root of 3 reduction) and likely significantly more because the ATOMMS profile uncertainties are so small. Furthermore,
a 64 satellite ATOMMS RO constellation would also produce 180,000 GNSS RO profiles. The very small random and
absolute uncertainties of the ATOMMS profiles would also expose NWP and climate model errors and provide guidance
to developers on how to improve their models such that their forecasts extend farther into the future. Such a satellite
system would likely become the dominant source of information for global and regional weather forecasts and analyses.

4. ATOMMS FIELD MEASUREMENT RESULTS
4.1 Prototype ATOMMS instrument
With funding from the National Science Foundation, we developed a prototype ATOMMS instrument consisting of a
complementary pair of transmitters and receivers designed to probe near the 22 and 183 GHz water vapor absorption
lines, the 184 and 195 GHz ozone lines and the 203 GHz H218O water isotope line. We used this pair of instruments to
evaluate some of the features and performance of ATOMMS via measurements made along three different path lengths
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in Southern Arizona, an 820 m path across the University of Arizona campus, a 5.4 km path between Mt Lemmon and
Mt Bigelow and an 84 km path between MT. Hopkins and Mt. Lemmon. Figure 5a shows one of the two prototype
instruments in a protective tent on Mt. Lemmon. Figure 5b shows the Mt. Lemmon site when viewed from the Mt.
Bigelow site. The variations in optical depth associated with these different path lengths enabled us to demonstrate and
assess a range of capabilities and sensitivities of the ATOMMS instruments and concept.

Figure 5. a. Prototype ATOMMS instrument in a protective tent on Mt. Lemmon. b. View of Mt Lemmon from Mt.
Bigelow. Location of ATOMMS instrument on Mt. Lemmon is circled in yellow.

4.2 Spectroscopy
As its name implies, ATOMMS is an active spectrometer that operates out in the open air, rather than in a laboratory.
As such, ATOMMS is useful in evaluating line shape representations used in spectroscopic models. This capability is in
fact critical because the random and absolute uncertainties of the ATOMMS’ measurements are smaller than
uncertainties in present line shape models. Therefore, we will use the ATOMMS measurements to refine the line shape
such that the quantities derived from the ATOMMS measurements can be derived to the full accuracy of the
measurements and not be limited by the uncertainties of present spectroscopic models.
Figure 6 shows an absorption spectrum measured by ATOMMS along the 820 m path across the University of Arizona
campus that spans the high side of the 183.31 GHz water vapor absorption line from 183.5 to 187.5 GHz. Details about
how the spectrum was obtained are given in 23. Also shown in the figure are theoretical spectra from two spectroscopic
models, the HITRAN-based AM6.2 model of 21 and the MPM93 model of 22. Both models use the temperature and
pressure conditions measured when the ATOMMS data was acquired.
Over this 183.5 to 187.5 GHz frequency range, the ATOMMS measurements and AM6.2 model agree to approximately
0.3% RMS, which is a factor of 8 better than the best previous 183 GHz spectral model measurements of 24. In contrast,
the MPM93 model’s representation of the 183 GHz line shape is significantly poorer than that of the AM6.2 model. The
water vapor amount derived based on a best fit to the MPM93 spectral model is also 4% less than that derived using the
AM6.2 model, which is an indication of the range of uncertainty that can be introduced by spectroscopic models when
interpreting the ATOMMS measurements23. Based on the goodness of the spectral fit of the AM6.2 model, we have
assumed the water vapor concentration derived from AM6.2 is more accurate than that derived using the MPM93 model.
Figure 7 shows an ATOMMS spectrum spanning 188 to 208 GHz, measured along the longer 5.4 km path between Mt.
Lemmon and Mt. Bigelow. This spectrum is significantly farther from line center than the spectrum in Figure 6 because
of the 6.5 times longer path length. In contrast to the tight spectral agreement in Figure 6, Figure 7 reveals a significant
discrepancy between the ATOMMS spectrum and the AM6.2 modeled line shape over the 188 to 208 GHz interval.
According to the AM6.2 model, the ATOMMS spectrum near 190 GHz corresponds to a vapor pressure of 13.0 mb
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while the ATOMMS spectrum between 197 and 208 GHz corresponds to a vapor pressure of 13.45 mb. This
discrepancy indicates an error in the AM6.2 modeled line shape where, farther from line center, the model’s spectral
opacity is smaller than the measured opacity.
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Figure 6. Measured ATOMMS spectrum of the 183 GHz water vapor absorption line and calculated absorption spectra from
the AM6.2 model of 21 and the MPM93 model of 22 (from 23).
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Figure 7. Measured ATOMMS spectrum and same spectrum calculated from the AM6.2 model of the high side the 183 GHz
water vapor absorption line. Measurements were made on June 29, 2011 along the 5.4 km path between Mt. Lemmon and
Mt. Bigelow in Arizona at a pressure of approximately 740 mb. The dip near 203 GHz is the H218O line. Spectra calculated
for two different water vapor partial pressures, 13.0 mb and 13.45 mb, are shown. The 13.0 mb calculations agree with
ATOMMS from 189 to 191 GHZ while the 13.45 mb calculation agree better between 98 and 208 GHz. The fact that a
single water vapor partial pressure cannot match the ATOMMS measurements indicates a flaw in the modeled line shape.

This spectral discrepancy is consistent with a bias problem discussed in 25 where space-borne radiometer measurements
of the 183.31 GHz line differ from radiative transfer model calculations using inputs from radiosondes (RAOBS) and
short range forecasts by Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models. When viewed from space, the models’ smaller-
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than-reality opacity farther from line center, as implied by the ATOMMS-AM6.2 comparison, would translate to
modeled brightness temperatures being higher than the actual brightness temperatures because the modeled radiation
comes from too deep in the troposphere. This is qualitatively consistent with the findings of Brogniez et al. As
recommended by 25, ATOMMS measurements made between two aircraft at a series of different atmospheric pressure
levels would determine both the true line shape variation with pressure and the pressure dependence of the errors in the
modeled shape which would greatly refine our understanding of the 183 GHz spectroscopic discrepancy and its cause.
4.3 Water vapor retrievals
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Figure 8. a. Change in optical depth at 198.5 and 24.4 GHz measured by ATOMMS over a 5.4 km path on August 18, 2011. b.
Retrieved water vapor partial pressure over that same period. Detailed explanation of these results is given in 12.
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The first ATOMMS measurements of water vapor were made under clear conditions along an 820 m path on the
University of Arizona campus. These ATOMMS’s measured variations in water vapor agreed to within 2% of a nearby
in-situ water vapor sensor 23.
Subsequently, water vapor spectra from ATOMMS data were taken along the 5.4 km path between Mt. Lemmon and Mt.
Bigelow during clear, cloudy and rainy conditions including thunderstorms in August 2011 12. Through the use of the
calibration tone, precise water vapor results were derived up to optical depths of 17, above which the signals were
undetectable. Validation of the water vapor results against three nearby in-situ measurements was limited to about 8%
because of the very large spatial and temporal variability of the water vapor during the stormy conditions of that
afternoon. By taking different combinations of the ATOMMS amplitude measurements versus frequency, 12
demonstrated that the random uncertainty in the ATOMMS results were less than 1%, in clear, cloudy and rainy
conditions.
4.4 Estimating rainfall with ATOMMS
During the stormy afternoon of August 18, 2011, we used the ATOMMS prototype instrument to determine the changing
opacity versus time at the various ATOMMS signal frequencies along the 5.4 km path between Mt. Lemmon and Mt.
Bigelow. For the 183 GHz portion of the instrument, we used the signal attenuation of the tuned signal in combination
with the 198.6 GHz calibration tone to isolate the absorption due to the water vapor and solve for the time varying water
vapor concentration. These water vapor results are reported in 12. We then removed the contribution of the water vapor
attenuation from the variations in the calibration tone amplitude to determine calibration tone amplitude variations due to
attenuation by liquid water. For the signals near the weak 22 GHz absorption line, the water vapor contributed very little
to the signal amplitude variations such that the signal amplitude variations were due essentially to the liquid water
droplets along the path.
By forming the ratio of the 198.6 and 24.4 GHz signal opacities due to liquid water, we estimated the average particle
size responsible for the attenuation, based on Mie theory. To make a simple first order interpretation, we then assumed
that the size distribution only had a single droplet size equal to that average droplet size. Then, given that particle size
and knowledge of temperature, we calculated the Mie efficiency and the electromagnetic cross-section of the droplets for
the 198.6 and 24.4 GHz wavelengths. With these estimates and knowledge of the path length, we determined the pathaverage extinction coefficient and number density of droplets along the path. Given the droplet size and the atmospheric
pressure, we calculated the droplet fall speed which we combined with the number density and droplet size to estimate
the rain rate. The resulting estimated rain rate versus time during the periods when the 183 GHz signals were present is
shown in Figure 9a.
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Figure 9. a. Rainfall rate in inches per hour versus time estimated from ATOMMS measurements on August 18, 2011. b.
Tucson weather radar image closest in time to the ATOMMS peak rain fall. The high radar reflectivities observed between
the two ATOMMS instruments (indicated by the two white circles) indicates the radar observed very high rainfall
simultaneously with the ATOMMS observations.
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During the period of heaviest rain when the signals near 183 GHz were too attenuated to be measurable, we assumed two
average droplet radii of 1 and 1.5 mm to interpret the 24.4 GHz attenuation. The rain rates for the two different radii are
shown in Figure 9a and differ by approximately 13%. They indicate that the path averaged, peak rainfall rate was
approximately 2.5 inches (64 mm) per hour. The timing of the peak rainfall is confirmed by the Tucson weather radar,
an example of which is shown in Figure 9b.
Future steps will be to interpret the ATOMMS measurements using different drop size distributions to see which are
more consistent with the ATOMMS measurements and what they imply about the drop size distribution properties.
Preliminary examination of different drop size distributions indicate that exponential drop size distributions are unable to
reproduce the smallest 24.4 GHz to 198.6 GHz attenuation ratios observed by ATOMMS. This indicates that
exponential drop size distributions are physically unrealistic, at least when the rain drops are relatively large. Drop size
distributions with a peak like the gamma distribution are able to reproduce the smallest observed amplitude ratios. This
ability to distinguish between drop size distributions (DSD) is important given that weather radar data has limited ability
to do so (e.g., 26) and that knowledge of the DSD is critical to accurately estimating rain rates from radar observations.
Two additional observations that would further refine the properties of the rainfall are frequency dependent phase shifts
and polarization. While phase information for the high band signals is not available from the present version of the
prototype ATOMMS instrument, the instrument does measure phase for the signals near 22 GHz. Exploiting that
information will come in the future.
Regarding signal polarization, the prototype ATOMMS instrument is a right hand circularly polarized (RCP) system. In
the future, we plan to modify the receiver to separate at least one of the received signals into its vertical and horizontal
linear polarization components. This will be particularly useful during periods of heavier rain, to better interpret the
time varying, polarization-dependent opacity to determine how much the raindrops flatten and the rain rates. Both the
phase and amplitude of the two linear polarizations will be measured. Polarization will also be useful for constraining
the facets and orientation of larger ice crystals that the 183 GHz signals will be sensitive to during colder conditions in
clouds and precipitating particles.
4.5 Initial ATOMMS measurements of clouds
ATOMMS measures cloud opacity from which profiles of cloud liquid water content (LWC) can be estimated. The
attenuation due to cloud particles is the product of the Mie efficiency of the droplets at the signal wavelength, the
droplet’s geometric cross section and the number density of droplets, integrated along the path length and across the
particle size distribution. Given the complex dielectric of liquid water and the small size of the cloud liquid water
particles relative to the ATOMMS wavelengths, the dominant cause of signal attenuation by liquid clouds at the
ATOMMS wavelengths is absorption (rather than scattering). As such, the Mie efficiency scales approximately linearly
with the cloud droplet size. We also note that for a given LWC, the particle number density depends inversely on the
particle size cubed. Since the Mie efficiency scales as the particle size and the geometric cross-section scales as the
droplet size squared, the cloud opacity depends only on the cloud LWC and not on the details of the particle size
distribution. Therefore the ATOMMS measured opacity of liquid water clouds maps directly to cloud LWC.
During the ATOMMS field measurements of August 18, 2011, images taken at the two instruments captured the passage
of a cloud between the two ATOMMS instruments at about 16.5 hours. In the ATOMMS measurements, the passage of
the cloud is evident in Figures 8a and 8b as both the liquid water opacity and water vapor pressure rise and fall reaching
a relative maximum at 16.5 hours. It is clear that the cloud consists of small particles because the cloud’s signature is
present in the 198.5 GHz measurements but not in the 24.4 GHz measurements. The small but nonzero 24.4 GHz
opacity during the cloud’s passage indicates there was also a steady, light rain during the cloud’s passage. At 16.5
hours, the total liquid water opacity at 198.5 GHz peaked at about 2.8. Assuming the opacity due to the rain did not vary
between during the passage of the cloud (based upon the steady 24.4 GHz measured opacity), then the maximum opacity
due to the cloud was about 1.4 at 16.5 hours. Assuming that at its peak opacity, the cloud extended across the entire 5.4
km path between the two instruments, consistent with images taken at both instrument locations, then the average cloud
LWC was approximately 0.11 g/m3. This is a reasonable LWC for a continental liquid water cloud (e.g., 27). Thus, a
LEO version of ATOMMS offers the ability to profile cloud liquid water from orbit.
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4.6 Initial ATOMMS measurements of atmospheric turbulence
Propagation of electromagnetic waves through a turbulent medium produces amplitude and phase scintillations.
Atmospheric turbulence is a complicated subject and a great deal of theoretical work has been focused on understanding
how turbulence affects the propagation of electromagnetic wavelengths. The ATOMMS team has researched this topic 28
to develop approaches to isolate the amplitude and phase fluctuations in the ATOMMS signals due to turbulence. The
purpose is both to reduce the random and absolute uncertainty of the absolute humidity derived from the changes in the
signal amplitude as well as to characterize and study turbulence itself.
The weak attenuation due to the 22 GHz water vapor absorption line allows ATOMMS to probe the lower troposphere in
a LEO-LEO occultation geometry. Because this line is so weak, accurate measurements of its absorption require a long
path length. For this purpose, we made measurements along an 83.6 km path between Mt. Hopkins and Mt. Lemmon in
Arizona. To detect the signature and understand the properties of atmospheric turbulence along the path, we examined
the temporal power spectral density (PSD) of logarithmic amplitude fluctuations of these measurements (as shown for
instance in 29 and 30). Figure 10a shows a single realization from July 2, 2011 of the logarithmic amplitude PSD for a
signal at 23.5 GHz computed from 150 seconds of data sampled with a 10-ms time resolution. This figure shows the
structure and relevant aspects of the fluctuations in the complex air index of refraction due atmospheric turbulence and
matches theoretical predictions (e.g., Figure 1 in 31).
Kolmogov turbulence theory predicts that the exponent of the power law function in the high frequency part of the
spectrum will be -8/3. Such behavior is clearly evident in the PSD shown in Figure 10a of the 23.5 GHz ATOMMS
data. The flat portion at the high frequency end of the spectrum is instrumental noise. The high-frequency corner in the
PSD near 0.6 Hz is a function of the mean (integrated along the path) advection speed of the turbulent eddies crossing
the electromagnetic beam. The magnitude of flat portion of the spectrum between approximately 0.1 and 0.6 Hz is
proportional to the variability due to turbulence in the real component of the air index of refraction (given by the
structure constant CnR2).
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Figure 10. a. PSD obtained for 150 second time series of logarithmic amplitude fluctuations for a signal at 23.5 GHz.
Amplitudes were computed in 10-ms intervals (50 Hz Nyquist sampling). Solid lines and text are to highlight important
elements of the PSD and their connection to signatures of the atmospheric turbulence. The PSD frequency resolution is 6
mHz. b. Time series of CnR2 computed from the spectral analysis of logarithmic amplitude fluctuations of signals at
18.5GHz, 23.5GHz and 25.5 GHz obtained with ATOMMS along an 83.6 km path from Mount Hopkins to Mount Lemmon
on July 2nd, 2011.

The field experiment on July 2nd, 2011 lasted more than 8 hours from 11:11 AM until 8:00 PM local mountain standard
time in Arizona. The detected time series of amplitudes, in sections of 150 seconds of data, were analyzed through the
entire test to obtain a set of PSDs similar to the one shown in Figure 10a. From each PSD, the strength of the fluctuations
in the real part of the index of refraction due to turbulence was extracted as well as the mean advection speed of the
turbulence across the beam of the ATOMMS signals. Figure 10b shows the results in the determination of CnR2 from the
analysis of the 18.5 GHz, 23.5 GHz and 25.5 GHz. Since CnR2 only deals with the fluctuations in the real component of
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the index of refraction, and neglecting the small effect at these frequencies of atmospheric dispersion, the solution to the
value of CnR2 should be the same, independent of radio frequency. As seen in Figure 10b, the time series of CnR2 obtained
from the analysis of these three different frequencies are indeed quite similar.
The time sequence of CnR2 estimates over the 8 hour observation period reached a maximum of 6e-15 around noon and
then decreased during the afternoon reaching a minimum of 1.6e-16 just prior to 6 PM. The magnitude is reasonable and
the temporal evolution with time is consistent with the diurnal cycle of solar heating of the desert surface, roughly 6,000
feet below the altitude of the radio beam. Interestingly, after 6 pm, CnR2 increased again reaching a relative maximum of
1.5e-15 near 6:40 PM. This peak appears to be associated with a rainfall event just east of the ATOMMS signal path
captured in the photograph in Figure 11.

Mt. Lemmon

rain

Figure 11. Photograph of the view from Mt. Hopkins toward Mt. Lemmon taken around 6:20 PM an July 2, 2011. Rain is
clearly visible just to the right of the line of sight to Mt. Lemmon.

These measurements demonstrate the ability of ATOMMS to remotely sense atmospheric turbulence. Routine
measurements made in the static geometry used here would provide unique information for understanding and modeling
the evolution of the boundary layer over the diurnal and seasonal cycles over a range of weather conditions. Such
information would be relevant to weather and climate models. Quantitative validation of such ATOMMS turbulence
results well above the surface would require some combination of instrumented towers, tethered balloons and unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) located near and along the signal path.
We also note that 12 noted that the global surface energy budget which is critical to understanding global warming is
quite poorly constrained and observational constraints are sorely needed to reduce the uncertainty. ATOMMS LEO-LEO
measurements would provide global coverage. Near surface measurements of turbulence intensity would help constrain
the global surface energy flux.
4.7 Mitigating the impact of turbulence on the ATOMMS water vapor retrievals
With regard to the impact of amplitude scintillations on ATOMMS water vapor retrievals, ATOMMS, as noted above, is
designed as a doubly differential absorption system to isolate and greatly reduce the effects of turbulence on the water
vapor retrievals via ratioing of the amplitude of one signal on the absorption feature with the amplitude of calibration
signal farther from the absorption line center. The estimated theoretical impact of turbulence and its mitigation are
discussed further in 16.
Figure 12 provides an example of the effectiveness of amplitude ratioing in reducing the turbulence-induced amplitude
scintillations near the 183 GHz absorption line. Figure 12.a shows examples of raw amplitude spectra acquired during
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convective storms on August 18, 2011 when the amplitude noise was unusually high. Figure 12.b shows the same
spectrum after normalization by the calibration tone showing that the random noise has been greatly reduced by the
ratioing. The unusually large magnitude of this noise, its randomness and the fact that calibration tone ratioing
significantly reduced these random variations indicate these random amplitude variations were indeed due to turbulence
associated with the convective storms. In this case, ratioing reduced the peak to peak variations from about +10% to
about +2%.
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Figure 12. a. Raw measured amplitude spectrum near 183 GHz. b. Measured amplitude spectrum after the amplitude
ratioing with the calibration tone of 198.5 GHz showing how the amplitude ratioing has reduced the random amplitude
variations across the spectrum. The signals below 180 GHz are noisy because they are outside the design range of the
prototype instrument and are quite weak and unstable.

5. ATOMMS AIRCRAFT TO AIRCRAFT OCCULTATIONS
The ability to make ATOMMS aircraft to aircraft occultations would have a number of uses. They would provide a
more complete demonstration of the ATOMMS profiling capability prior to the LEO-LEO capability in a well
instrumented field campaign. This effort would refine the instrument design and create an airborne version of
ATOMMS for use in other field campaigns. Because the transmitter and receiver are at least 6 times closer to one
another in aircraft-aircraft occultations, the received signals will be stronger and the vertical resolution will be better
than in LEO-LEO occultations. Also, the longer duration of an aircraft occultation allows longer integration times for
higher signal to noise ratios. Together, these features will allow aircraft to aircraft occultations to characterize the
effects of atmospheric turbulence on the ATOMMS signals in more detail and enable us to further refine methods to
reduce the effects of turbulence on the water vapor and ozone profiles. These measurements will also enable a detailed
characterization of the vertical structure and behavior of atmospheric turbulence itself extending from the surface to the
lower stratosphere.
Such an ATOMMS aircraft to aircraft capability would also be used as an airborne spectrometer. By having the two
aircraft fly in circles or in parallel at the same constant altitude while spectrally scanning the absorption line in the air
between them, and then doing so at multiple altitudes in the atmosphere, such a system would determine in detail how
the line shape and line center frequency depend on pressure and temperature. Doing this at a number of pressure levels
would expose errors and enable correction of errors in our present spectroscopic models such as those in Figure 7.
Our concept for the aircraft occultations is to mount the two ATOMMS instruments in the steerable noses of two high
altitude WB-57 aircraft. These aircraft would then fly toward one another at approximately 65,000 feet, from initial
positions over the horizon from one another to create rising occultations. The resulting atmospheric profiles would
extend from the surface to the aircraft altitude. As shown in Figure 4, water vapor and ozone profiles derived from
aircraft to aircraft occultations are actually more precise than LEO-LEO occultations because by flying in the lower
stratosphere, the retrieval process does not have to remove the contributions of the overlying stratospheric layers to
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isolate and profile the troposphere, as the LEO-LEO retrievals must do. The reduced number of layers to be removed
via the Abel transform (eq. 4) reduces noise amplification.
In preparation for the possibility of aircraft occultations, we have designed a version of the instrument that fits inside the
WB57 steerable noses. In this design, the optics are reflective rather than refractive which the prototype instrument uses,
yielding a design much closer to what will be used in the LEO design. We have also miniaturized the ATOMMS
instrument design and reduced its mass and power to fit inside the WB57 steerable noses.

6. ATOMMS LEO-LEO MISSION CONCEPT
We conceived ATOMMS as an orbiting atmospheric profiling system to characterize the atmosphere in unprecedented
detail and accuracy across the global. An immediate, and critical question is the sampling densities that can be achieved
with an ATOMMS system. In order for the ATOMMS observations to have high impact on both weather and climate
analyses and forecasts, the number of ATOMMS satellites must be sufficiently high to generate many thousands of
globally distributed occultations each day. A key to placing many ATOMMS sensors in orbit at a reasonable cost is
miniaturization of the ATOMMS instrument and spacecraft. Closely related is a mission design that maximizes the
number of occultations produced for a given number of spacecraft.
Regarding the instrument, we have already developed and used a full prototype instrument. We have designed a
compact version of the instrument for WB57 aircraft. We are presently developing a small and low power version of the
instrument for LEO to minimize the size of the spacecraft. To date, we have reduced the instrument power to
approximately 50 W orbit average DC power which includes both the 22 and 183 GHz transmitters and receivers. 30 cm
diameter transmitter and receiver apertures represent a compromise between the desire to achieve the high SNRs needed
for ATOMMS as well as control the effects of multipath, while keeping the spacecraft as small as possible. Given these
apertures, we envision the spacecraft size will be approximately a 30x30x40 cm and will utilize cubesat technology. The
needed pointing control to approximately 0.05 degrees will be achieved with star trackers and reaction wheels which are
readily available for cubesats.
We now describe a mission design concept that maximizes the number of ATOMMS occultations per day. A
fundamental difference between ATOMMS and GNSS RO is that an ATOMMS constellation must provide its own
transmitters and receivers versus GNSS RO where only the receivers are required. To achieve the high numbers of
occultations needed for NWP and climate, ATOMMS must be implemented as a constellation of many, very small
spacecraft. Several important considerations to achieving an efficient design that produces high numbers of ATOMMS
occultations are summarized below.
•
•
•
•
•
•

To minimize the ATOMMS instrument power requirements and spacecraft size, both the transmitters and
receivers must be in LEO to minimize the distance between the pairs of spacecraft during each occultation.
The satellites should be divided equally between two counter-rotating, high inclination orbital planes to create
the ATOMMS LEO-LEO occultations.
Each spacecraft would carry both the transmitters and receivers. The transmitter for a given band would point in
either the forward or aft direction and the corresponding receiver would point in the opposite direction to enable
each satellites to simultaneously acquire rising and setting occultations.
The number of occultations produced by such a configuration scales as the square of the number of satellites.
Both orbits would both be prograde (or retrograde) so that they precess at the same rate to maintain their
relative orbital geometry.
High inclination orbits are required to provide pole to pole coverage.

In terms of the number of occultations produced, a constellation of N ATOMMS spacecraft with N/2 satellites in each of
the two counter-rotating planes, will produce approximately 14.3 N2 ATOMMS occultations each day. Table 1 provides
some representative number of occultations versus number of satellites.
The quadratic dependence of the number of occultations on the number of spacecraft emphasizes the need to implement
ATOMMS on very small spacecraft. 12 satellites would produce approximately 2,000 ATOMMS occultations per day,
comparable to the number of GPS occultations that the 6 satellite COSMIC GPS RO mission produced. The maximum
number of satellites that can be placed into such a counter-rotating orbital configuration (before consecutive occultations
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begin overlapping) is approximately 60. 30 satellites in each of two counter rotating orbital planes would produce more
than 50,000 ATOMMS occultations per day covering the entire globe every 12 hours.
Table 1. Number of ATOMMS occultations per day versus number of ATOMMS satellites

Satellites in
ascending node

Satellites in ascending
node + 180 degrees

Total
satellites

Occ/day

1

1

2

57

2

2

4

228

6

6

12

2,056

10

10

20

5,714

16

16

32

14,600

To acquire all available rising and setting occultations, each spacecraft will have one half instrument (e.g., the 183 GHz
transmitter and 22 GHz receiver) pointing in the forward direction and the complementary half of that instrument (183
GHz receiver and 22 GHz transmitter) pointing in the aft direction. This configuration enables simultaneous acquisition
of a rising and a setting occultation to maximize the number of occultations acquired. We also note that having the 183
GHz transmitter point in the same direction with the 22 GHz receiver and the opposite combination on the opposite side
of the spacecraft enables cancelation of the reference oscillator instabilities, like GRACE does, to increase the highest
altitudes that the bending angle, temperature and pressure profiles will extend to.
Because global NWP update cycles are typically 6 hours and they desire global coverage over that 6 hour interval, the
best ATOMMS configuration for NWP may be to deploy the satellites in two sets of two counter-rotating orbital planes,
separated by 90 degrees as shown in Figure 13a. 60 satellites deployed in such a manner would provide complete global
coverage every 6 hours via approximately 25,700 daily ATOMMS occultations and 170,000 GNSS RO occultations.
Increasing the number of satellites to 64 (a 6.7% increase) would increase the number of daily ATOMMS occultations
by 13.8% to approximately 29,250, as well as increase the number of GNSS occultations to approximately 181,000. Our
estimated cost to develop, launch and operate such a 64 satellite mission is approximately $300M including launch and
20% contingency, a fraction of the cost of a single NOAA JPSS satellite. Such an ATOMMS RO constellation would
provide the urgently needed precise, self-calibrated, high vertical resolution information about the thermodynamic and
dynamic state of the atmosphere as well as clouds that we anticipate would enable a major advance in NWP forecasting
skill and complement CERES, Cloudsat, Calipso and Aeolus observations for understanding, predicting and monitoring
Earth's climate and it evolution.

b

a
45'N

Figure 13. a. Instantaneous image of the lines of sight (green) between the counter-rotating satellites which form a “curtain”
of occultations sampling the atmosphere under which the Earth rotates. b. 24 hour coverage of 12,833 occultations from an
ATOMMS 15 LEO x 15 LEO constellation.
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